On the mechanism of formation of arterenone in insect cuticular hydrolyzates.
Arterenone (2-amino-3',4'-dihydroxy acetophenone) is an important hydrolytic product generated from lightly colored sclerotized cuticle that use N-acyldopamine derivatives for crosslinking reactions. It seems to arise from 1,2-dehydro-N-acetyldopamine (dehydro NADA) that has been crosslinked to the cuticular components. However, the mechanism of generation of arterenone, which has two protons on the α-carbon and no proton on the β-carbon atom from dehydro NADA crosslinks that have one proton each on these two side chain carbons, remained elusive and undetermined. To investigate the mechanism of this transformation, we synthesized specifically labeled β-deuterated dehydro NADA and incubated with Sarcophaga bullata cuticle undergoing larval puparial transformation. We also isolated the dimeric products formed during the tyrosinase-mediated oxidation of dehydro NADA. Hydrolysis of both β-deuterated dehydro NADA treated cuticle and β-deuterated dehydro NADA dimer generated arterenone as the major hydrolytic product. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometric analysis of this arterenone revealed the retention of deuterium from the β-position of dehydro NADA at the α-carbon atom of arterenone. Hydrolysis of β-deuterated dehydro NADA also generated the labeled arterenone under oxidative conditions, but not under anaerobic conditions. These results indicate the unique hydride shift from β-carbon to α-carbon during acid hydrolysis and reveal the mechanism of liberation of arterenone and related compounds from dehydro NADA linked cuticle.